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Abstract

In this study 10 cement samples were c.llected from local market.2 
sample taken from each type ر were samples labeled by 
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J Were A and B Abstract

In this study 10 cem ent sam ples were collerted from  local m arket.2 sam ple  

taken from  each t y p e , were sam ples labeled by A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J W ere A and B 

is Atbara cem ent ,C,D Sakher elsudan cem ent ,E,F barber cem ent ,G,H black 

massy , ٧  white h a llw a y.

500 gram s of cem ent sample was weigfied and closed in plastic containers for 

four w eeks so as to have secular equilibrium for uranium.

Our goal o f this study was estimate Investigation of Uranium -238,

Potassium -40 and Thorium -232 level in cem ent Sam ples. Natural 

radioactivity concentrations in cem ent sam ples were m easured by gam m a- 

ray spectrom etry using Nal ( 1 ًا ) .Calibration process carried out for gamma 

spectroscopy using M W 652 as a reference source which recom m ended by 

the International Atom ic Energy Agency (IAEA) including-source-Cs-137 and 

Co-60 with two energy levels. The Mean ±  Standard  d eviatio n  concentration  

of K-40 was found 77.601±  26.20Bq/kg .The concentration o f U-238 was 

found 2 5 .1 9 2 ±  9 .142/K g and The concentration o fT h -2 3 2  was found 0 8 .9 4 ±  

04.23Bq/Kg
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الخادصة

 حيث نوع كل من عينتبن اخذت ,حيث المطي االسمنت من انواع 5 من عينات 10 ذ4إ 2 \ \\ هذ ٠

أل٠ال C العينة و لبرة٠ثء اسذن ٨ ي ,D خر اسعنت e والعينة السودان ص ,F ار,ةماسي والعينة بربر اسمنت 

٠ بيهرا |حلوان و لعيذة١و سود١

ئ ى وزن ئ ت ن٠ ه عينا م 500 هو ال را وتم ج ع , ض ت و عينا ي ال ت ف ويا ك ن٠ حا ستي ال مده الب ب ل ض ار  ا

ر٠ل ن١اتز دث٩ ٠لك م وم غ راني و ز قياس تم .ولقد الي ي ك ر ط ت شا ي الن ع شعا ال ت في الطبيس ا ا االسمنت س
م ن د M )652( باستخدام معايرته وتعت غاما مطيافية س١قي د ب W الدولية الوكالة به اوصت الذي 

الرية للطاقة ب ا طخد ي كمصدر با جع ي بما مر س مع 60والكوبلت- 137 - السيزيوم مصدري ذلك ف ض ا

ت ستويا الطاقة م

 238 واليورانيوم 40 البوتاسيوم لعناصر الطبيعي االشعاعي النشاط مستويات تقييم الى الدراسة هذه هدفت

وم ري و جد حيث ٠ 232 والث ز و ي ك ر وم ت سي وتا ل 40 الب ك ت ل عينا 26 ال م ا بيكرل ±77.601 20. را ج و ك كيل ذال  وك

وم ال را ر 2± 9.142 238الي 5 .1 9 0± 04.23 الثوريوم وكذالك بيكرداكيلوجرام 2 . بيكريداكيلوجرام 8.94

X



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

Radiation plays an important role in our everyday life as the world is naturally 

radioactive and each ofus is exposed to natoally occuming quantities of radiation.

In fact, radioactivity can be in the air we breathe, the soil on which we walk the dwellings 

in which we live and even within our bodies [1]

The assessment of population exposures due to indoor radiation is very important and 

therefore knowledge of the concentrations of natural radionuclides in constriction 

materials is required Constmction materials are derived from both nataral sources (e.g., 

rock and soil) and waste products (e.g., phosphogypsum, coal fly ash, oil shale ash, some 

rare minerals, etc.) and also from industry (e.g., power plants, phosphate fertilizer and oil 

industry) products. Although building materials act as a source o f radiation to the 

inhabitants in their dwellings, they also have the role ofa shield against outdoor radiation 

All building raw materials and products derived from rock and soil contain various 

amounts ofmainly natural radionuclides of the uranium (2 ةق٧ ) and thorium (232Th) series, 

and the radioactive isotope of potassium (4.K). In the 23U  series, the decay chain 

se^ en t starting from radium (2R a )  is radio logically the most important and, therefore, 

reference is often made to 226Ra instead of 23 ة٧  . It has long been known that some

construction materials are naturally more radioactive than others. The level of natural 

radioactivity in construction materials, even of low-level activity, gives rise to external 

and internal indoor exposure [2] . The external radiation exposure is caused by gamma 

radiation originating from members of the uranium and thorium decay chains and from 

4٥K and the internal radiation exposure, mainly affecting the respiratory tract, is due to 

the short-lived daughter products of radon which are released from construction materials 

into room air. Thus the knowledge of radioactivity in building materials is important to 

estimate the radiological hazards to human health. The most important nahirally 

occurring radionuclides present in cements are 22̂ Ra, 232Th and 4°K, as mentioned above. 

Knowledge of basic radiological parameters such as radioactive contents and attenuation



coefficients in building materials is important in the assessment of possible radiation 

exposure of the population as most people spend about 80% of their life inside houses 

and offices. This knowledge is essential for the development of standards and guidelines 

for the use ofthese materials [3]

The essential constituents of cements like lime, silica and alumina are derived from 

eartlr's crust in which radioactive elements like uranium, thorium etc are also present in 

varying amounts almost everywhere [1]

There are many types of cements according to the chemical composition and hydraulic 

properties for each one. The contents of 226Ra, 2"Th and 4°K in cements materials can 

vary considerably depending on their geological source and geochemical 

characteristics.(3)

1.1. Effect of Ionizing Radiation on Tissues

Alpha, beta and gamma radiations are all kinds of the ionizing radiations, because they 

cause sort of ionization on tissues (Donnell and DSangsterl970)٠Ionization is a 

phenomenon resu'lts when high-energy radiation interacts with the matter. During a 

glancing collision, insufficient energy may be transferred to eject an electron completely 

and/or to made effect ionization if an electron is raised to a higher orbital leaving the 

molecule to be electronically unstable. The produced secondary electrons, towards the 

end oftheir paths, are more likely to cause excitation than ionization. Consequently, there 

is a zone of excitation surrounding the track of an ionizing particle[4).

Alpha particles are the most powerfirl ionizing radiation, but their path in liquids and 

solids is very short when emitted internally. Alpha particles can cause considerable 

damage, because they can produce more decomposition within the internal tissue 

compared with beta or gamma radiation. Beta particles, emitted from external sources, 

can penetrate the skin to the depth of one centimetre. However, those emitted from 

ingested sources are more hazardous, but less than alpha particles. As for gamma rays, it 

is externally deeply penetrating radiations compared with alpha and beta. The produced 

ions by these radiations are very reactive in tissues, and the result may be a deep bum in 

the tissue, a reduction in the number of blood cells, or even distraction of genes.
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Exposing to excessive radiation is claimed to cause death, while moderate doses of 

radiation may retard the gro١̂ h of cancer cells, and heavy doses may produce cancer [5]

1.2. The objectives of the study

The aims ofthis study are:

٠ Main objectives:-
Radioactivity Assessments for different samples of cement

٠ Specific objectives:-

٠ Determination and Concentration of radionuc

٠ Compare the local and imported cement with the previous study

٠ Evaluate the annual dose using the dose conversion factors

3



C H A P T E R  T W O

Radioactivity
2٠  Radioactivity

2.1. Naturally occurring radioactive elements

There are many naturally occuiring nuclides whose nuclei disintegrate spontaneously. 

They are radioactive because they emit radiation to release the tension in the nucleus 

from the higher number of neutrons and protons, unstable nuclide decays to another 

nuclide toward producing more stable nucleus [4]

The naturally occurring radionuclides in the environment can be classified, according to 

their origin, into two general classes: cosmogenic and terrestrial radionuclides [6]

2.2. Activity

The quantity of activity of a radioisotope is expressed in terms of the number of 

disinte^ations the nucleus undergoes per unit time the activity of radioisotope source is 

defined as its rate of decay and is given by law ofradioactive decay

=  4 N
d N

d t

Where N is the number of radioactive nuclei and X  is defined as the decay constant. 

Historical unit of activity has been the curie (Ci), the standard unit of activity is the 

Becquerel (Bq) that defined as one disintegration per second. 

lB q  = 3.703 x l ٥ -''Ci

2.3. Half Life

The life of atom depends on the structure of the nuclei and which is characterized by a 

half life. The tern half-life refers to the time required by half of nuclei of a given 

radioactive element to disintegrate, and donated by symbol (t 1/2). The half-life of the 

various radioactive elements varies within very wide limits, from micro seconds to 

thousands ofmillions ofyears [6]

4



m 2  0.693

ء 7 و ء

2.4. Exposure

Exposure is a measure ofthe ability ofphotons (X and gamma) to produce ionization in 

air. Traditionally, the unit of exposure is the roentgen (R). The unit is defined as the sum 

of charge per unit mass of air that is:

1 Roentgen = 2.58xlO'4 coulombs/kg of air

There is no SI unit defined for exposure. This was done to discourage filrther use ofthe 

quantity.

2.5. Radioactivity

Radioactivity may be defined as spontaneous nuclear transfomations in unstable atoms 

that result in the formation of new elements. These transformations are characterized by 

one of several different mechanisms, including alpha-particle emission, beta-particle and 

positron emission, and orbital electron capture. Each of these reactions may or may not 

be accompanied by gamma radiation. Radioactivity and radioactive properties of nuclides 

are detemined by nuclear considerations only and are independent ofthe chemical and 

physical states ofthe radionuclide. Radioactive properties of atoms, therefore, cannot be 

changed by any means and are unique to the respective radio nuclides. The exact mode of 

radioactive transfomation depends on the energy available for the transition. The 

available energy, in turn, depends on two factors on the particular type of nuclear 

instability that is, whether the neutron-to-proton ratio is too high or too low for the 

particular nuclide under consideration and on the mass energy relationship among the 

parent nucleus, daughter nucleus, and emitted particle[7].

2.6. Radioactive decay

Radioactive atoms are unstable؛ that is, they have too much energy. When radioactive 

atoms release their extra energy, they are said to decay. All radioactive atoms decay. 

After releasing aft their excess energy, the atoms become stable and are no longer 

radioactive when the nucleus of a radioactive isotope decays, emitting ionizing radiation.
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the nucleus is altered. It is transformed into another isotope which in many cases is a 

different element. This new isotope may be stable or unstable. If it is stable, the new 

isotope is not radioactive. If it is unstable, it also will decay, transfoming its nucleus and 

emitting more ionizing radiation. Several decays may be required before a stable isotope 

is produced[!]

2.7. Decay modes

2.7.1. Beta Decay+-

The most common source of fast electrons in radiation measurements is a radioisotope 

that decays by beta-minus emission. Beta decay is a t^ e  of radioactive decay 

characterized by emission of p■ or p + particles and electton capttire. Symbolically the 

process of emission ofbeta particles can be described as follows:

—> z i l Y  t  _ ئ ج  + ve for p- (i.e٠, electron emission), or (I.3)؛ x  

—> z - i Y ب  ب جا  + ve for p؛ (i.e., positron emission), (1.4) ؛ X

Where ve is an electron antineutrino and ve is an electron neutrino. A positron is an 

electron antiparticle that has the same rest mass, but opposite sign of electric charge. 

Neutrinos and antineutrinos are neutral particles with a zero or very small mass [8]

2.7.2. Alpha Decay

Heavy nuclei energetically unstable against the spontaneous emission of an alpha particle 

or (4He nucleus). The probability of decay is governed by the barrier penetration 

mechanism described in most texts on nuclear physics؛ the half- life of useful sources 

varies from days to many thousands ofyears. Tire process is written schematically

(1.5)

Where X and Y are the initial and final nuclear species [9]

6



2.7.3. Gamma Decay

Gamma radiation is emitted by excited nuclei in their transition to lower-lying nuclear 

levels. Gamma rays' following beta decay, the beta decay is slow process characteristic 

by half-life of hundreds of days or grater؛ the gamma rays therefore appear with a half- 

life characteristic ofthe parent beta decay [8]

2.8. Types of Radiation

Towards the ends of nineteenth century, a series of experiments concluded that the 

radiation from radium comprised three different components. As the radiation passes 

through the electrostatic field, it splits into a component attracted to the negative plate, 

named alpha radiation؛ a component attacked to the positive plate named beta radiation 

and a component undeflected by either plate, named gamma radiation. Similar result was 

observed when radiation is passed be^een the poles of magnet [10].

2.8.1. Alpha radiation

It was illustrated by Rutherford and Royds (1907) that alpha-radiation consists ofHelium 

nuclei (two protons and rtvo neutrons). An alpha particle has a mass of four units and 

cairies two units of positive charge. The four particles, that constitate the alpha particles, 

are bound together so tightly, thus alpha particles behave in many situations as if it was a 

ftmdamental particle (8). The velocity of an alpha particle is about 5 %of that of light, 

they cannot penetrate the thinnest sheet of metals and can be stopped even by a sheet of 

an ordinary paper (5). Since alpha-particle is a helium nucleus, its emission gives anew 

atom with an atomic number less by two units and mass number less by four than the 

parent atom. Thus, the new atom would occupy a place ^ 0  columns left to the parent 

atom in the periodic table (9). Alpha emission is characteristic of heavy elements, like the 

uranium isotope234٧  that converts in 230Th when it eiuits an alpha particle [11]

2.8.2. Beta Radiation

Beta radiation consists of high-speed electrons originate in the nucleus. These “nuclear 

electrons" have identical properties to the atomic electrons, that is, they have a mass of 

1/1840 a i m  and carry one unite of negative charge. Anderson in 1932 discovered another

7



t^ e  of Beta radiation. It consist of the same particles with the same mass as the electron , 

but having one unit of positive charge, and is known as positron radiation . Although the 

positron is less important, from a radiation protection view point than negative beta 

particles, it plays important role to understand certain radioactive decay mechanisms. 

Beta radiation is signified p-(electrons), or p+(positron), and the term beta radiation 

nomally refers to the negative type (8). Beta particles are off with higher velocity than 

alpha particles, and the average velocities of P-particles range from 0.3 to 0.99 that of 

light. P-particles have greater penetrating power than alpha particles, but relatively a 

sheet ofmetals can stop them [12].

2٠ 8.3.Gamma radiation

Gamma radiation belongs to electromagnetic radiation, which consists of quanta of 

energy transmitted in the form of wave. Other well-known members of the class of 

radiation are the radio waves. X-rays and visible light (8). The wavelength of gamma 

radiation is short, with corcesponding energies ranging roughly from 0.01 to 10 MeV. 

Gamma radiations have strongest penetration power, compared with alpha and beta, and 

they can penetrate relatively thick layers of metal traversing 8 or 10 inches of lead. 

Gamma radiation originates as a consequence of energy changes accompanying 

rearrangement of particles in the nucleus after an emission of an alpha or beta particle. 

The produced nucleus, after this emission, may be in a high-energy or excited state, and 

to release this excess of the energy and return to ground state, it emits this energy as a 

photon of gamma radiation. Thus gamma rays are a kind ofnucleai‘ spectmm, related to 

nuclear energy levels without any change in the mass of atomic number of the nucleus

[13].

2.9. Interactions of charged particles

Heavy charged particles interact with matter primarily throw coulomb forces between 

their positive charge and the negative charge of the orbital electtons within the absorber

atoms.



2.10. Interactions of gamma rays

There are three major types play an important role in radiation measurements: photo- 

electric, Compton scattering, and pair production. All these processes lead to the transfer 

of the gamma-ray photon energy to electron energy.

2.10.1. Photoelectric absorption

In this process, a photon undergoes an interaction which an absorbed atom in which the 

photon disappears, in its place, an energetic photo-electron is ejected by the atom from 

one of its bound shells. For gamma rays of sufficient energy .the most probable of the 

photoelectron is the most tightly bound.

2.10.2. Compton Scattering

The interaction process of Compton scattering takes place between incident gamma-ray 

photon and an electron in the absorbing material. The photon transfers a portion of its 

energy to the electron. Because al.1 angles of scattering are possible, the energy 

transfeired to the electron can vary from zero to a large fraction of the gamma-ray 

energy.

2.10.3. Pair Production

Pair production results from the interaction of the gamma-ray with the atom as a whole. 

The process takes place within the Coulomb field of the nucleus resulting in tire 

conversion of gamma-ray into an electron-positron pair [1]

The process of pair production is energetically possible, when the gamma-ray energy 

exceeds twice the rest-mass energy of an electron (1.02 MeV) in the interaction, the 

gamma ray photon disappears and is replaced by an electron-positron pair. All the excess 

energy carried in by the photon above the 1.02 MeV required to create the pair goes into 

kinetic energy shared by the positron and the electron [14]

2.11. Radiation Detectors

2.11.1. Detection

Detection provides information about the radiation environment: shielding involves 

protection by confinement of radiation. The goal is usually to obtain electrical signals.
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which can be sorted by size or timing for analysis. A charged particle is necessary to 

interact with the detector matter, which may produce ionization (as with the Geiger 

counter, or a spark chamber, or a cloud chamber, or a bubble chamber), u v  photons as 

with a Nal scintillating crystal or a liquid or solid plastic scintillator coupled to a multi 

stage photomultiplier tube), electron-hole pairs (as with a single crystal Si or Ge 

detector). If the primary radiation is not charged (neutron, gamma), detection depends on 

interaction first to produce a moviirg charged particle, which will generate the signal -  no 

primary interaction, no signal.

Radiation detectors are used extensively in medical imaging, prospecting, reseai'ch, 

radiation safety monitoring, etc. Commercial devices of great sophisticatioir are readily 

available, owing to intense interest in nuclear energy release for peacefill and warlike 

pu^oses, and to scientific interest in the structure of nuclei and in the characteristics and 

interactions of elementary particle [3]

2.11.2. Deadtime

Dead time is defined as the time a photon-counting detector needs to recover after it 

registers a photon and is ready to register another one. This recovery time may be due to 

the physical properties ofthe detector and/or the pulse processing electronics [9]

2.11.3. Detection Efficiency

The detector volume as soon as the Charged particles or ions immediately interact within 

enter the detector every pulse can be recorded and detector is almostlOO % efficient. 

Gamma and neutron fravel a large distance before they interact within the detector. 

Therefore, the efficiency for uircharged particles is less than 100%.

10



C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

Materials and methods

3٠ Materials and methods

3.1. Gamma-ray Spectrometry

Most radioactive sources emit gamma rays with wide range of energies and intensities, 

when these emissions are collected and analyzed with gamma-ray spectrometry system, a 

gamma ray energy spectrum can be produced. A detailed analysis of this spectrum is 

typically used to detemine the identity and quantity of gamma emitters present in the 

source. Gamma radiation is part of the electroma^etic spectrum are travelled at the 

speed of light (c), and have a discreet energy (E), frequency (f), and wave length ( k ) .  

Electromagnetic radiation of energy E<40 keV is denoted as X-rays& Gamma rays 

comprise that part of the electromagnetic spectrum where E>40 keV. Gamma rays are the 

most penetrating radiation from natural and man-made sources, and interact with atoms 

of matter by three principal processes (ICRU, 1994). These interactions are the 

photoelectric effect, Compton effect or scatteriirg and pair production. The photoelectric 

effect is the predominant absorption process at low energies (> 146 keV) and results in all 

the energy of a gamma quantum being absorbed in a collision with an electron of an 

atom. Compton scattering predominates at moderate energies (>146 keV<1.02 Me٧ ) .and 

conesponds to a collision of an incident photon with an electron. The incident photon 

loses part of its eirergy to the electroir and is “scattered” at an angle to its original 

direction. Pair production occurs at energies greater than 1.02 MeV. The photoelectric 

interaction is the process whereby an incident photon is completely absorbed and results 

in the creation of an electron-positron pair in the electrostatic field of a nucleus. The 

probability that a photon will interact with matter, expressed by the cross-section a (m2), 

depends on the photon energy E, and the composition of the matter. Gamma ray 

spectrometry is a powerfill tool for the monitoring and assessment of the emitted gamma 

radiation from radioactive materials in the environment. In gamma ray spectrometry, the 

most common used detectors are sodium iodide (Nal) scintillation counters and high- 

purity gemanium detectors. A Geiger-Muller counter has also been used but it has 

several problems, the important one is the output pulse is not proportional to the absorbed 

gamma ray energy. Independent of the type of detector, radiometric instalments used for

11



the detection of gamma rays differ in their response to gamma radiation and in their 

ability to distinguish gamma rays of different energy. Count rate meters produce a 

voltage or electric current at the output that is proportional to the count rate. The 

produced voltage or cuirent is usually displayed on a dial gauge. The precision 0،' 

measurement is proportional to t.he value of the instrument time constant. Scalars give the 

number of detected particles and the time of measurement Gamma ray spectrometers use 

the direct proportionality between the energy of an incoming gamma ray and the pulse 

amplitude at the output of the detector.

The detector Block

PC

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of a gamma ray spectrometer

Gamma ray spectrometers are either “integral” or “differential”. Integral spectrometers 

record only those pulses with amplitudes exceeding a discrimination threshold. This 

threshold can be changed to allow the discrimination of individual radionuclide's. 

Differential gamma ray spectrometers record pulses whose amplitudes fall within a given



amplitude interval (or channel), coreesponding to a discrete range of gamma ray energy. 

Wider energy intervals (comprising several channels) are called energy windows. 

Modem analyzers use as many as 256 or 512 channels, with a width of several KeV per 

channel. Older systems are limited to recording several distinct energy windows. Gamma 

ray speedometers should have amplitude gain stabilization to avoid the effect of energy 

spectrum drift. Gain stabilization can be accomplished by controlling the temperatoe of 

the detector, or by spectrum energy stabilization using either a reference radioactive 

source or the measured spectrum [14]

3.1.1. System components

A gamma spectroscopy system consists of a detector, elecfronics to collect and process 

the signals produced by the detector, and a computer with processing software to 

generate, display, and store the spectrum. Other components, such as rate meters and 

peak position stabilizers, may also be included.

Fig 3.2: instmmentation set -up of gamma-spectroscopy 

Gamma spectroscopy detectors are passive materials that wait for a gamma interaction to 

occur in the detector volume. The most important interaction mechanisms are the 

photoelectric effect, the Compton Effect, and pair production. The photoelectric effect is 

preferred, as it absorbs all of the energy of the incident gamma ray. Full energy 

absorption is also possible when a series of these interaction mechanisms take place

13



within the detector volume. When a gamma ray undergoes a Compton interaction or pair 

production, and a portion of the energy escapes from the detector volume without being 

absorbed, the background rate in the spectrum is increased by one count. This count will 

appear in a channel below the channel that corresponds to the full energy of the gamma 

ray. Larger detector volumes reduce this effect

3.2. S o d iu m  iodide (N a l)  sc in tilla tio n  counters

The Nal (Tl) scintillator is one of the first gamma detectors used for spectroscopy. Even 

now, many decades after its establishment, it continues to be the first choice for outdoor 

gamma spectroscopy because of its combination of cost efficiency and reliability. The 

very complicated process of converting the ionizing energy into an electrical signal 

causes a complex temperaftire dependence of the scintillator light output

٠:٠ Inorganic scintillators: The most common scintillation crystal used as a radiation 

detector is Nal (Tl). They are used for the detection of x-ray and gamma-ray 

radiatioir with medium resolution. Photoelectric absorption or Compton scattering 

in the crystal leads to scintillation light that is usually converted to an electrical 

pulse by a photomultiplier tube.

 Organic (plastic) scintillators: These low mass detectors are used for the detection ٠؛٠

of many types of radiation with generally low energy resolution. They are often 

used in coincidence systems where a particle or gamma-ray loses a small part of 

its energy to the detector. The scintillation light is usually converted to an 

electrical pulse by a photomultiplier tube [12]

This consists of a thallium activated sodium iodide Nal (TJ) crystal called scintillator and 

an electronic device called photo-multiplier tube. Whenever gamma (y) rays pass through 

this crystal, a part of the energy of the ray is absorbed in the crystal. The intensity of 

scintillation is proportional to the energy of the incoming radiation. The absorbed energy 

produces excitation in the crystal resulting in small specks of light called scintillations. 

These are picked up by photo-cathode of the photo multiplier tube. In the tube, there are 

several dynodes betw een Cathode and anode iind tbese are maintained Jit progressively
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high voltage .The scintillations on photocathode emit more scintillation towards the 

dynode and the process is accelerated with successive dynodes, thus sufficiently 

amplifying the signals. The amplified signals are shaped to equal amplitude pulses by 

means of electronic circuits. These signals are counted by scalar or are converted to 

cun-ent for measurement by a counting rate meter [15]

Figure 3.3 Scintillation counter

Thallium-activated sodium iodide Nal (Tl) crystals are mainly used as detectors in field 

gamma ray su^eys. They are transparent, with a high density (3.66 g/cirf). and can be 

manufactured in large volumes. They have a detection efficiency (probability of an 

incident photon will be absorbed in the detector) of up to 100% for low-energy gamma 

rays but somewhat less for high-energy gamma rays. The dead time is of the order 10-7 s 

and the energy resolution (ability ofthe detectors to distinguish between two gamma rays 

of only slightly different energies) for 137Cs at 662 keV is in the range ranges 7-10%, 

depending on the volume and quality ofthe detector [16]
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3.3. Energy calibration

If a gamma spectrometer is used for identifying samples of unknown composition, its 

energy scale must be calibrated first. Calibration is perfonned by using the peaks of a 

known source, such as cesium-137 or cobalt-60. Because the channel number is 

proportional to energy, the channel scale can then be converted to an energy scale. If the 

size of the detector crystal is known, one can also perform an intensity calibration, so that 

not only the energies but also the intensities of an unknown source or the amount of a 

certain isotope in the source can be deteimined as shown in Figure (3.4 )below.

٠ S e ries l 

—  Linear -

Charnel

Energy(Kev)

Figure (3.4) Energy Calibration Curve for Nal Detector
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Table (3.1 )The result o f Gamma Spectroscopy Analysis using Reference Source
(

I
-

662 2720 30.17 0.022969838 11.45502
1>١٠لل 1 1 1 1 1 1

2090.727165
1173 3120 5.271 0.131474104 11.45502 691.9749771
1333 3120 5.271 0.131474104 11.45502 691.9749771

sss

Cs-137 
Co -  60 
Co-60

3.4. E ff ic ie n c y  C a lib ra t io n

Not all gamma rays emitted by the source and pass through the detector will produce a 

٠ count in the system. The probability that an emitted gamma ray will interact with the

detector and produce a count is the efficiency of the detector. High-efficiency detectors 

produce spectra in less time than low-efficiency detectors. In general, larger detectors 

have higher efficiency than smaller detectors, although the shielding properties of the 

detector material are also important factors. Detector efficiency is measured by أ

comparing a spectrum from a source of known activity to the count rates in each peak to 

the count rates expected from the known intensities of each gamma ray.

Efficiency, like resolution, can be expressed in absolute or relative terms. The same units ا

are used (i.e., percentages); therefore, the spectroscopes must take care to detemine ا

which kind of efficiency is being given for the detector. Absolute efficiency values ا

represent the probability that a gamma ray of a specified energy passing through the ا

I detector will interact and be detected. The energy of the gamma rays being detected is an

! important factor in the efficiency of the detector. An efficiency curce can be obtained by

plotting the efficiency at various energies. This curve can then be used to detemine tlie ا

.1 efficiency of the detector at energies different from those used to obtain the cuiwe. The

I following equation was used to obtain the efficiency curve of the detector for different

:energies ا

17



Counts (c’ps)
r? - -

W here. ١ ٦  is the e ffic ie n cy  o f  the detector at sp e cific  energy, I ' is gam m a intensity, and 
A  is the activity o f  the standard.

Efficiency Calibration

y = 2E-08X2- 6E-05X + 0.045
R2=l

٠ Seriesl

500 1000 1500

Energy (KeV)

؛
ل

0.018 

0.016 

0.014 

0.012 

I 0.01

 ؤ 0.008
ة 0.006

ءا

إ
k
أ►
٠
٠

... - - ! - ■ * * i f f

0,004

0.002

0
0

٠٠

Tahle  3.2 the energies, and the conesponding e ffic ie n cy  o f  the radionuclide's in the 

standard

-

ث ع -٠٠ - اا||

0.8510 0.013826
0.9997 0.006028
0.9998 0.005276

2090.727
691.975
691.975

24.6
4.17
3.65

6620
1173
1333

C s-1 3 7  
Co - 60 
C o -60
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3.5. Sampling and sample preparation

10 samples of cement were collected from local market, sample taken from each type, in 

order to represent most used cement in building and housing in Sudan Three of them are 

local indiistries and Portland lypes, one is imported and last one is white cement.

Each sample are packet in beaker mrinili size 500 grams. Then stored for four weeks to 

reach sequences for short live daughter of Uranium and Thorium. Each sample was 

placed onto Nal detector and measured for at least three hours.

3.6. Sample measurement

To detemining the specific activity involved for each sample were using gamma line that 

appeared in its spectrum after placed in the detector system three hours. The estimated 

activity amounts were done using the relative method as in the following equation:

Where:

V Is the efficiency ofthe detector at specific energy 

N Is the net area ofthe peak (count per second) ٠ 

Is gamma intensity In

A Is activity ofthe element (which is required to find).

To determine concentration activity per mass (specific activity) can be divided activity 

obtained by mass ofthe sample and the unit that Becquerel per Kilogram (Bq/Kg).
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3.6.1. Effective dose

The quantity E, defined as a summation of all the tissue equivalent doses, each multiplied 

by the appropriate tissue weighting factor:

E  =  Y r  W tH t (3.2)

Where Ht is the equivalent dose in tissue T and WT is the tissue weighting factor for 

tissue T. From the definition of equivalent dose, it follows that:

E  =  I t w t  •Zr wrD r , t  (3.3)

Where WR is the radiation weighting factor for radiation R and D R,T is the 

average absorbed dose in the tissue or organ T. The unit of effective dose is joule per 

kilogram (J/kg), given the name sievert (Sv).

Absorbed dose rate (D)

Radiation emitted by a radioactive substance is absorbed by any material it encounters. 

UNSCARE (2000) has given the dose conversion factors (nGyh"‘ per Bqkg"') for 

converting the activity concentratioirs of (22'22 , ؟ت٧ Th and 4٥K)  into dose rate as 0.427, 

0.662, and 0.043, respectively. Using these factors, the total absorbed dose rate in air is 

calculated as (3.7):

D= (0.426C٧+ 0.662Crh+ 0.043Ck) nGyh-1 (3.4)

Where Cu, CTh and Ck are the activity concenttation in (Bq kg"؛) of radium, thorium 

and potassium, respectively in the samples.

3.6.2. Annual effective dose rate

To estimate the annual effective dose (AED), taking into account the conversion 

coefficient, (0.7 SvGy"؛) fiom the absorbed dose to effective dose and the outdoor 

occupancy factor (20%) (20). the world average indoor and outdoor occupancy factors are 

0.8 and 0.2, respectively. The outdoor occupancy factor (0.2) was used. Therefore, the 

annual effective dose rates in units of (mSv.yr“ ) were estimated using (3.8):
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(3.5)AED" =  D  X T  X F

Where D- in (nGy 1)1) is the value of absorbed dose rate earlier calculated from Equation 

(3.4), T  is the outdoor occupancy time (0.2x24 hx365 days) and F is the conversion 

factor (0.7*1لء-ه SvGy"') Equation (3.7) simplifies into:

3.6.3 External hazard index (Hex)

Radiation exposure due to 2232 ,8 ل٧ Th and 4٥K  may be external. This hazard defined in 

terms of external hazard index or outdoor radiation hazard index and denoted by Hex, 

which can be calculated using :

Where Cu, Ct  and C k are activity concentrations of 22٥٧, 222Th and 4٥K, respectively in 

Bqkg"'. The value ofthis index should be less than 1 mSvy". in order for the radiation 

hazard to be considered acceptable limit to the public[16]

3.6.4 Internal hazard index (Hin)

The internal exposure to radon and Thoron and its daughter progenies was quantified by 

the internal hazard index Hin which is given by the equation (3.8):

(3.6)Ed = D X 1.2264 X 1.-6 (Sv.y-1)

Hex = Cu 370+ Cn/ 259+ Ck /4810<ا٠٦١

(3.8)H n =  Cu/185+ CThl 259+ Ctf/4810
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Where Cu, Cih and Ck are activity concentrations of 2232 ت8٧و Th and 4°K, respectively in 

Bq kg"i٠ The value of this index should be less than 1 mSvy-1 in order for the radiatioir 

hazard to have negligible hazardous effects to the respiratory organs ofthe public.
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C H A P T E R  F O U R

Results and Discussion

4٠ Results and Discussion

In this study the result was performed using samples of cement in 500 ml Marinelli 

beaker geometry. The container was placed on the detector for three hours. The spectrum 

was stored in the computer, and analyzed using the sofovare .When the samples were 

analyzed, different types of these are nahrrally occurring radionuclide. The 222Th 

concentration was determined from the concentrations of 2٤2Pb (238 keV) in the samples, 

and that of 238٧  was detemined from the average concentrations of the 2!4pb (352 ke٧ ) 

and214 Bi (609 keV) decay products.

Table 4.1 The activity concentration (Bq/kg) level ofradionuclide in cement sample

Sample name 40 K 226 Ra 232 Th

A 101.62 24.94 03.34

B 92.38 22.99 01.67

c 83.14 13.65 10.04

D 83.15 12.92 10.04

E 36.95 23.56 13.38
F 120.1 40.20 05.85

G 24.90 14.22

H 73.91 19.44 11.71

I 36.95 31.26 11.71

ل 83.14 38.06 07.52

Mean ± Standard 

deviation

7 7 I V  

±26.20
25.192±

9.142

08.94±

04.23
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The result of these analysis is shown in table 4.1 in table the mean and the standard 
deviation are presented. The activity concentrations were 25.192± 9.142Bq/kg, 08.94± 
04.23 Bq^gand 77.601± 26.20 Bq/kg, for U-238 
, Th-232 and K-40 respective!

Table (4.2) absorbed dose rates (nGyh"') from natural radiation in cement samples annual 

effective dose, external and internal hazard index.

Sample name Absorbed 

dose rate 

nGy/h

Annual 

effective 

dose pSv/y

External hazard 

index

Internal 

hazard index

A 17.20 0.002 0.101 0.168

B 14.80 0.001 0.08 0.014

c 16.03 1.96 0.093 0.129

D 15.72 1.92 0.091 0.126

E 20.9 2.51 0.123 0.187

F 26.16 0.003 0.15 0.26

G 22.8 2.79 0.135 0.203

H 19.21 2.36 0.113 0.166

I 22.66 1 1 1 0.137 0.221

ل 1 1 . 1 1 0.003 0.14 0.25

Mean ± standard 20.32± 1.43 ± 0.11± 0 17+

deviation 4.50 1.26 0.024 0.071

From Table 4,2 it was shown that the absorbed dose rate, samples annual effective dose 

,external and internal hazard index due to the presence o f238٧ , 2 ل ل ل2ا  and 4°K in all 

samples 20.32±4.50 ,1.43 ±1.26, 0.11± 0.024, 0.17±0.071 respectively
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4.2 Comparison with previous studies:

In the above tables the activity concentration oftfie 10 sample were calculated and it 

found that the max values 83.15Bq/Kg in D sample for*. K while the lowest values 

08.36Bq/Kg in B for 22إ™ .

Table (4.3)Compar؛son of specific gamma activities (Bq-kg-1) of the Slovak Portland cement samples with

that of other countries of the world.

Country 226Ra (Bq.kg-1) 2 ذ2آل  (Bq-kg-1) 4.K (Bq-kg

In this study 25.192 08.94 77.601

Australia 51.8 48.1 114.7

Austria 26.7

٠ ٠ ٠

14.2 210

Bangladesh 61 80 1133

Brazil 61.7 58.5 564

China 51.7 32 207.7
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c .u n try  228Ra (Bq.kg-1) 23٩ h (Bq-kg-1) ٠٥K (Bq-kg-1)

Egypt 35 19 93

Finland 40.2 19.9 251

Greece 92 31 310

Italy 46 42 316

Japan 36 21 139

Malaysia 81.4 59.2 203.5

Netherlands 27 19 230

Norway 29.6 18.5 259

Pakistan 26.1 28.7 272.9

Turkey 41 26 267
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4.K  (Bq-kg-1)

156.5

c .u n try Ra(Bq.kg-i) 25٩؛22  h (Bq-kg-1

Slovakia 11.8 18.4
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4.3 Conclusion:

In th is study the ra d i.a ctiv ity  ٠ f cem ent sam ples w ere Investigated sam ples w ere taken 

from  5 kind of cem ent ,2 sam ple taken from  each kind of sam ple .ًا he activity 

concentration of natural radionuclide's K-40, Ra-226 and T il-232  of the sam ples 

obtained by using gam m a spectrom etry .

The radioactivity o f generally show ed high level of K-40 in D sam ple , w hile high 

concentration o fT h -2 3 2  found in F sam ple and the concentration of Ra-226 is highest in 

ل  s a m p le .
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